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Energetics and many-particle mechanisms of two-dimensional cluster diffusion
on Cu„100… surfaces

O. S. Trushin,1,* P. Salo,1 and T. Ala-Nissila1,2

1Helsinki Institute of Physics and Laboratory of Physics, Helsinki University of Technology, P.O. Box 1100, FIN-02015 HUT,
Espoo, Finland

2Department of Physics, Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island 02912-1843
~Received 8 February 2000!

We study the energetics and stability of small Cu clusters on Cu~100! surfaces using molecular statics
combined with systematic saddle-point search methods. We find several previously overlooked concerted
many-particle processes that play an important role in cluster energetics. In particular, for smaller clusters there
is an internal atom row shear mechanism that in some cases determines the rate-limiting step for center-of-
mass motion. Our results suggest specific reaction paths for experimentally observed cluster diffusion events.

Adatom and island diffusion are important in understand-
ing crystal growth and thin-film formation.1 They have been
intensively studied both theoretically and experimentally.
Experimental methods, such as field ion microscopy2 and
scanning tunneling microscopy,3 can provide direct micro-
scopic information. However, usually these methods do not
give any conclusive information on the microscopic mecha-
nisms of diffusion processes and thus theoretical studies are
needed.

Single adatom diffusion mechanisms on metal surfaces
are mostly well understood. However, island or 2D cluster
diffusion mechanisms even on low-index fcc metal surfaces
have turned out to be nontrivial.4 Recent studies have shown
that in metal-on-metal systems even large clusters can have
significant mobility at moderate temperatures.5 This is due to
such mechanisms as evaporation-adsorption, terrace~or va-
cancy! diffusion, and single-atom diffusion along the
periphery.4,6 Smaller clusters can diffuse with more compli-
cated mechanisms, however.7,8 For example, on fcc~111! sur-
faces small clusters have been found to move with a snake-
like diffusion mechanism which involves the successive
shear translations of adjacent subcluster regions.9 On
fcc~110! missing-row reconstructed (132) surfaces, 1D
chainlike clusters have been found to move according to the
so-called leapfrog mechanism.10

For fcc~100! surfaces, experiments suggest that the diffu-
sion of small Rh clusters on Rh~100! surfaces takes place by
the sequential displacements of edge atoms rather than by the
glide of the entire cluster as a unit across the surface.11 Some
of such moves lead to localized cluster dynamics with no
center-of-mass motion. In addition, for compact geometric
structures the diffusion has a higher activation energy than
that for structures with an extra atom at the periphery.6,11

These findings have been confirmed in recent embedded-
atom-model~EAM! calculations by Shiet al.12 for Ag, Cu,
and Ni. They found a new mechanism for cluster diffusion
through concerted dimer shearing which gives better agree-
ment between experiments and calculations for the oscilla-
tory behavior of diffusion as a function of cluster size. The
idea of dimer shearing is based on bond-counting arguments
which work in many cases for fcc~100! metal surfaces.6,12,13

The dimer shear mechanism suggests that other concerted
diffusion processes could play a role on fcc~100! surfaces for
small clusters. However, in general it is very difficult to find
such mechanisms due to the possibility of many different
transition paths. Recently, systematic methods for finding
transition paths~saddle points! for many-particle systems
have been developed.8,14

In this work, we apply such methods to study the energet-
ics and stability of small Cu clusters on the Cu~100! surface
using the EAM~Ref. 15! of Ref. 12 ~Ref. 16!. We indeed
show that there exist competing many-particle mechanisms
which have been overlooked. We show that the dimer-shear
mechanism is just a special case of a more general row-shear
mechanism that controls the energetics of some smaller clus-
ters. In particular, this row shearing may occurinside the
clusterwith an activation barrierEa lower than at the periph-
ery. We report the lowest barriers in detail up ton510 atom
clusters, and discuss mechanisms that determine their stabil-
ity. Our results for the oscillatory behavior of diffusion bar-
riers for different cluster sizes are in good qualitative agree-
ment with previous studies.6,12

Given the interatomic potential, the standard method of
finding lowest energy transition paths is the drag method,
which was used to find the cluster energetics in Ref. 12. The
most serious drawback in this method is that one must guess
the transition path in advance. In case only the initial and
final states are known, the nudged elastic band~NEB! ~Ref.
17! method is a much better choice.14 For a more systematic
search of possible saddle points, there exist new
methods18–21 where the idea is to follow along the lowest
eigenvector of the Hessian matrix. This is particularly easy
to implement in cases such as the EAM potential where the
elements of the Hessian matrix can be calculated analyti-
cally. After that, one can use a modified eigenvector-
following ~EF! approach21 with which one can find the low-
est eigenvalue without diagonalizing the Hessian. In our
calculations we have used both the NEB and EF methods
combined with minimization done by quenched dynamics. In
our system, the substrate comprises a slab with 10 atomic
layers and 128 atoms in each layer. The positions of the two
bottom layers of the substrate remain fixed. Periodic bound-
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ary conditions are applied in the plane parallel to the surface.
To find the transition paths, we first determine the equi-

librium shape of each small Cu cluster on the Cu~100! sur-
face. We then employ the EF method to map all the possible
processes that we can find with 50 attempts, with randomly
chosen Gaussian displacements of 0.1 Å for the cluster
atoms.22 After this we study each single process in detail
with the NEB using a linear interpolation between the initial
and final states. A typical interpolation path contains 30–40
images and requires a few hundred iterations to converge.
The Ea’s calculated with the two methods are within 0.008
eV in all the processes studied, which is the maximal error in
our results.

Our main results using the NEB method for clusters of ten
atoms or less are shown in Table I. In each case we show the
equilibrium shape~s! and the rate-limiting steps~RLS! for
center-of-mass ~CM! motion, and dissociation. Bond-
counting arguments work well for determining the equilib-
rium configuration for each cluster size. Breaking a nearest-
neighbor~NN! and next-nearest-neighbor~NNN! bond costs
0.32(2) eV and 0.03(2) eV, respectively, where the differ-
ences shown in parentheses correspond to a different shape
of the cluster with the same number of NN and NNN bonds.
However, as will be shown below, such arguments do not in
general determine the RLS.

Our results for the casesn51 and 2 are in agreement with
Ref. 12, except that the easiest pathway for the whole dimer
to move is perpendicular to its bond direction~Table I!. The
same result has been obtained recently for an Al dimer on the
Al ~100! surface in Ref. 23. Also, for the dimer case we find
that its orientation can change by concerted motion of the
two atoms. In this process there are two saddle points sepa-
rated by a shallow minimum even though the bond length
grows less than about 13% during the process. This process
is energetically very close to dissociation and may lead to
CM motion at finite temperatures.

For n53 dissociation is favored, but dimer motion can be
activated with a slightly higherEa as shown in Table I. For
n54, we confirm the dimer shearing discovered by Shi
et al.12 with Ea50.686 eV. For larger clusters, dimer shear-
ing has even larger energy. However, a dimer at the edge can
break up with a barrier of only 0.54 eV, followed by adatom
detachment~0.55 eV!. Thus, dimer shearing willnot be the
RLS for larger clusters as will be shown below.

For n55, Shiet al. find that adatom detachment is favor-
able. However, as seen in Table I, there is a lower energy
process in which a dimer shearswithin the clusterwith Ea
50.528 eV. It is thus the RLS leading to CM motion, as
shown in detail in Fig. 1. Similarly, forn56 and 7 we find
that CM motion is activated with the motion of two and three
atoms within the cluster, respectively. We call this process
internal row shearing. Forn57, Shiet al.12 did not consider
the three-atom internal row shearing that is in fact the RLS
~the second configuration in Table I!. This configuration has
the same number of NN and NNN bonds as the leftmost one
and is only 0.02 eV higher in energy from the EAM poten-
tial. For n58, the same process is the RLS from the equi-
librium configuration instead of dimer shearing suggested in
Ref. 12. Forn59, CM motion is also activated by three-
atom internal row shearing.

For the casen510, there are two different shapes that
have the same energy within the accuracy of the EAM po-
tential. The CM motion is activated by internal three-atom
row shearing in both cases with almost the sameEa .

TABLE I. Equilibrium shapes of small Cu clusters up to ten atoms, with the corresponding RLS’s with
activation energiesEa for CM motion ~boldfaced! and dissociation listed. In every case the RLS involves
only one saddle point. We also show the corresponding values from Ref. 12 when available.

FIG. 1. Series of processes leading to CM motion for a five-
atom cluster. Black circles represent cluster atoms and small dots
atoms in the surface layer of the substrate. The activation energies
for reverse processes are also presented. Energies are in eV.
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The CM motion of a six-atom cluster is particularly inter-
esting. We show this case in more detail in Fig. 2. Kellogg11

saw in his experiments that six-atom Rh clusters on a
Rh~100! surface can move and also change their orientation
by 90°. Figure 2~a! shows the two-atom internal row shear-
ing of Table I which is the RLS. However, there is another
process that yields almost the same barrier, namely dimer
shearing at the periphery@Figs. 2~b!–2~d!#.12 This is an ex-
ample of a case where bond-counting arguments do not pre-
dict the diffusion path since Fig. 2~a! leads to a situation in
which there is one NN bond less than in the other cases.

The experimentally observed hexamer rotation can be
seen to occur through the sequence of processes in Figs. 2~c!
and 2~d!. The second process in Fig. 2~c! involves an un-
usualinternal dimer rotationwhich is shown in Fig. 3. It is
qualitatively different from the rotation of an isolated dimer
because it involves only one saddle point due to the con-
certed motion of almost all the atoms that are NN to the
dimer, as revealed by our NEB calculations.24 During the
process, the dimer bond~shown in the figure! remains within
1.5% of its equilibrium value. It is also interesting to note
that the second way for hexamer rotation@Fig. 2~d!# involves
lower intermediate barriers than the dimer rotation, but re-
quires one more step. We have in fact not seen the sequence
of processes of Fig. 2~d! in our calculations.

As might be expected, the internal row shearing of even
more than three atoms has a relatively low barrier when it is
activated at a kink site. In Fig. 4 we show results of com-

parisons of edge and internal row shearing as a function of
the number of atomsk in the row (k52, 3, and 4!. We also
show the energy for a vacancy formation~single atom hop at
the kink site!. These results show that vacancy formation at a
kink site is thus favored over row shearing fork.3. Recent
detailed studies of diffusion of large Cu clusters have shown
that vacancy diffusion inside the cluster controls the
asymptotic size dependence of the diffusion coefficient.6

Next we wish to discuss the stability of the small clusters.
As shown in Table I, only the equilibrium shapes for dimers
and trimers have barriers that are lowest for single-atom de-
tachment~to a site with one NNN bond left!. Analysis of
intermediate configurations forn54, 5, 6, and 7 reveals
that the barriers corresponding to activated CM motion are
lower than for detachment. However, forn58 and 10 the
situation is different. The easiest path for detachment of a
single atom with only one NN and NNN bond (Ea
50.55 eV) can occur only after dimer breakup at the edge
(Ea50.54 eV). Forn59, this detachment can occur from
the nonequilibrium configuration following the three-atom
internal trimer shearing. These results indicate that at finite
temperatures the dynamics of small clusters is highly non-
trivial with many competing processes. Detailed analysis of
cluster dynamics and effective diffusion barriers will be pre-
sented in future work.25

Finally, we note that our results give oscillatory behavior
for the activation energy as a function of the cluster size that
is similar to the other calculations6,12 and experiments.11

In summary, by combining semiempirical calculations for
the energetics of small adatom clusters with efficient saddle-
point search methods, we have been able to demonstrate the
importance of concerted processes for cluster dynamics. In
the case of Cu~100!, there are several previously overlooked
mechanisms such as internal dimer rotation and internal row
shearing that play an important role. This means that CM
motion of clusters up to sizen510 and even larger can be
activated more easily than previously assumed.12 These re-
sults have important implications not only to the mobility of
small clusters, but also to metal-on-metal growth. It would
be of great interest to perform additional studies to investi-
gate the role of these processes at finite temperatures.26

This work has been supported in part by the Academy of
Finland. O.S.T. acknowledges partial support from the Rus-
sian Foundation for Basic Research~Grant No. 98-02-
16581!. We also wish to thank Ismo Koponen for useful
comments and Jarmo Pirhonen~CSC, Espoo, Finland! for
the visualization of video animations.

FIG. 2. Series of processes for the CM motion of a six-atom
cluster, with translation in~a! and ~b!, and rotation in~c! and ~d!.
Note that in~d! the last configuration has not been drawn. See text
for details.

FIG. 3. Some intermediate configurations for internal dimer ro-
tation @second process in Fig. 2~c!#. The potential-energy curve cor-
responding to the transition has been drawn from 30 intermediate
configurations, with dots denoting the five states shown.

FIG. 4. The activation energy as a function of number of atoms
(k) in the row near a kink. In the inset the casek54 is shown.
Open symbols correspond to vacancy formation~single-atom hop!
and filled symbols to the row shearing.
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